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Abstract

Organizations require dependable services.

Dependability is a complex problem, and many techniques need to be brought together to achieve it. Replication techniques are part of the solution.

This module of the ANSAwise training programme discusses the key concepts of group communications and the issues that arise from them (in particular, ordering), and compares the ISIS and ANSAware designs for group communications.
Replication Techniques for Distributed Systems
In this session

• Explain how group communications can achieve dependable delivery
  - to replicated implementations

• Explain how interface groups implement replication transparency

• Explain the protocols used to support interface groups

• Compare the approaches used in ANSAware and in ISIS
The purpose of groups

- **Interface groups are a construct that help you build dependable interfaces**

- **To be dependable, objects must be reliable (fault-tolerant). Reliability can be achieved by replication**
  - keeping at least two copies; this is called *redundancy*

- **Redundancy can also improve performance**
Design issues for group communication

- **Addressing**
  - address list, group address, source address, or functional address

- **Reliability**
  - reliable or unreliable

- **Ordering**
  - none, FIFO, causal, total
More design issues for group communication

- **Delivery semantics**
  - k-delivery, quorum(majority) delivery, or atomic delivery

- **Response semantics**
  - none, one, many, or all

- **Group structure**
  - closed or open, static or dynamic
Reliable Broadcast

- **The minimum useful group communication guarantees**
  - Validity: a correct message is sent to all replicas
  - Agreement: all processes agree on the set of messages delivered
  - Integrity: no spurious messages are ever delivered

- **...this is known as Reliable Broadcast**
Reliable Broadcast Guarantees

- *This must be guaranteed even if, during the broadcast*
  - the client crashes
  - one or more of the group members crashes
  - new members join the group
  - existing members leave the group
  - crashed members rejoin the group
  - ... and any combination of the above, possibly more than once

- *This sounds difficult enough to guarantee*
  - perhaps surprisingly, it may be insufficient
The ordering problem

- **Reliable Broadcast guarantees that all messages sent will be received**
  - but not in *which* order they will be received
- **This is a familiar problem with postings to bulletin boards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 G. Joseph</td>
<td>Microkernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 A. Hanlon</td>
<td>Mach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 A. Sahiner</td>
<td>Re: RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 M. Walker</td>
<td>Re: Mach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 T. L’Heureux</td>
<td>RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 A. Hanlon</td>
<td>Re: Microkernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ordering requirements

• **Ordering failures arise because of**
  - partial broadcasts (to some replicas, but not others)
  - ... this is prevented by Reliable Broadcast
  - variable propagation delays
  - ... this isn’t

• **Applications may require two independent properties**
  - total ordering (all replicas see the same order)
  - causal ordering (all replicas see a ‘right’ order)
Causal But Not Total Order - A

- *Site A sees this order...*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 G. Joseph</td>
<td>Microkernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 A. Hanlon</td>
<td>Mach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 M. Walker</td>
<td>Re: Mach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 T. L’Heureux</td>
<td>RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 A. Sahiner</td>
<td>Re: RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 A. Hanlon</td>
<td>Re: Microkernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Causal But Not Total Order - B

• ... site B this order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 G. Joseph</td>
<td>Microkernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 A. Hanlon</td>
<td>Mach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 A. Hanlon</td>
<td>Re: Microkernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 M. Walker</td>
<td>Re: Mach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 T. L’Heureux</td>
<td>RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 A. Sahiner</td>
<td>Re: RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• A and B are both ‘right’, but different
Total But Not Causal Order

- *Every site (replica) sees the same ‘wrong’ order*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G. Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>A. Hanlon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>A. Sahiner Re: RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>M. Walker Re: Mach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>T. L’Heureux RPC performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A. Hanlon Re: Microkernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Total Order is not always required

• Total ordering may be inappropriate for some applications
  - it might be useful to read “Re: RPC performance”, even if “RPC performance” is unavailable...
  - ... and later postings can supersede earlier ones anyway

• Total ordering is often impractical
  - a single point may be required to allocate sequence numbers...
  - ... a single point of failure, and a bottleneck
The bad news

• You’ve probably guessed that causal+total ordering is inefficient
  - ... and, alas, you are right...
  - ... causal (but not total) ordering tends to be more efficient

• So, distributed programming systems can offer the application designer a choice
  - ... and you must understand the performance implications of each choice
  - ... and whether the choice is appropriate for your application
Worse news

- **You may need to design different ordering requirements for different operations**

- **For example, with the bulletin board**
  - causal order: for posting messages
  - causal+total order: for adding a new subscriber
  - ... to avoid a new subscriber being added twice by different (uncoordinated) sites

- **Yet another even stronger ordering (sync-ordering) is needed to resolve interactions**
  - ... when some operations have causal order, and others total order
  - sync order: for deleting a subscriber
  - ... so they can’t read messages from other sites afterwards
Even worse news

• *That was just the ordering problem*
  
  - you may have to juggle choices in all the other design issues as well
  
  - ... delivery semantics, response semantics, group structure,...

• *Different group communication products offer different combinations of choices*
The positive side

- The application designer does have a choice
  - causal+total order is nearly always right...
  - ...others can be regarded as an application-specific optimization

- A group communications product will be better than any ad-hoc solution
  - better proven
  - more efficient
ISIS

- A distributed programming environment for group communications
  - no IDL

- Originally developed at Cornell University in 1983
  - now owned by Stratus

- Widely deployed in financial trading applications, supporting
  - fast response
  - high reliability (fault tolerant)
  - coordinated information
Ordering in ISIS

- **Supports all orderings**
  - unordered (FBCAST)
  - causally ordered (CBCAST)
  - totally ordered (ABCAST) - default
  - sync ordered (GBCAST)

- **Efficient implementations**
  - will use network multicast if available
  - careful use of piggy-backed requests and responses
ISIS group types

- **Peer groups**
  - all messages go to all members of the group, including the sender

- **Server groups**
  - messages go to all members of the group
  - ... one responds, determined by the group itself

- **Client-server groups**
  - one member processes the request...
  - ... response is sent to the client, and all the other members of the group

- **Subscription groups**
  - for one-way messages
ISIS group membership

- Groups can be created at any time

- Processes can join and leave groups...
  - ...and processes can belong to more than one group at the same time

- ISIS monitors the members of the group
  - to see if they are still alive
ISIS group state transfer

• *When joining a group, the new member can request the ‘application state’*
  
  - retrieved from an existing member

• *ISIS guarantees that the application state is consistent with the other members*
  
  - even though members join, leave, and crash

• *... the key to distributed failure recovery*
Groups in ANSAware
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Group execution protocol
ANSA interface groups

- **Groups are defined in the ANSA Architecture**
  - they are consistent with the computational model and its interface type system

- **Groups are groups of interfaces, not of implementations**
  - they make the service reliable, not the implementation
  - all members of a group must conform to the same interface type

- **Groups need to be configured flexibly**
  - there are mechanisms and policies to tailor them

- **Groups manage themselves**
  - external managers enforce the client policy (for instance, the minimum number of members of a group)
ANSA group configurations

- **Groups can use active or passive replication**
  - active replication to reduce recovery time
  - passive replication to reduce overheads
- **Groups may need to satisfy various requirements**
  - distribution
  - collation
  - consistency
Group membership

- The membership of a group is dynamic
  - members may join
  - members may leave
  - members may fail
Groups and Singletons

• An ordinary interface is called a singleton interface

• But, in principle, groups are the general kind of interface...

- singletons are the special case of a group with 1 member
Replication transparency

- Replication Transparency
  - application need not know how many copies
  - application only sees a single interface
Transparency of groups

• *The use of an interface group is almost transparent to the client*
  - they appear in the Trader just like a singleton interface
  - they are invoked just like a singleton interface
  - the difference is largely handled by the infrastructure

• *Where possible, membership needs should be defined in the IDL for the interface*

• *The use of an interface group is not quite so transparent to the members*
  - but it is transparent at the application level
ANSAware Invocation Ordering

- All members must process invocations from clients in the same order
  - interrogations from same activity are (inherently) sequenced
  - interrogations from different activities and announcements are independent
GEX and REX

- A special group execution protocol (GEX) is incorporated within the ANSAware nucleus

- it uses the standard ANSAware remote execution protocol (REX) to communicate with the members

- The standard group interaction mechanisms are used for population management and recovery
Groups in ANSAware - Interfaces
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Internal Group interfaces

- **Each member of a group is created via a Factory**

- **The group itself has two interfaces**
  - the group interface: communicates between members, synchronizes them, checks whether they have failed
  - management interface: initializes the group, changes its population

- **These two interfaces separate...**
  - ...the service of a group
  - ...the management of a group’s membership
Components of a group

- **distributor**
  - broadcasts invocations on group interface to all members

- **member agent**
  - co-operates with other members to ensure...
  - ... no invocation have been missed (co-operation)
  - ... all invocations have been processed in the same order (ordering)
  - ... failed members are detected (failure detection)

- **collator**
  - collects each members result to produce single result for client
Components of a group

- **client**
- **group interface**
- **distributor**
- **member agents**
- **member servers**
- **management collator interface**
- **members**
Groups - Implementation of clients

- For clients:
  - arguments are marshalled by stubs in the usual way
  - arguments are passed to dispatcher function
  - dispatcher passes to distributor
  - distributor broadcasts invocation to each member (non-blocking RPC)
  - control passes to collator which awaits response
  - when all results received, one result is returned to client invocation
Groups - Implementation of members

- *For members:*
  - invocation collator: ensures all invocations arrive
  - invocation sequencer: for agreeing order of processing
  - timer: expiry indicates member failure
Groups - client and server Infrastructure
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Group Management in ANS Aware

- A group management tool (gc) manages group membership
  - for population control
  - to initialise first group member
ANSAware - experimental results

- Replication transparency really works
- Full non-selective replication transparency is possible
  - we made it work...
  - ...but it was difficult to achieve
- Group management and configuration are central problems
- Insertion of user mechanisms and policies requires much work
- Performance is disappointing
  - multicast protocols would help...
  - .... fragmentation remains a problem
The Group-Group N:M problem

- Need to reduce the number of messages
  - use a multicast protocol
Implications for dependability in general

• *Universal solutions will often be unacceptable*
  - unacceptable performance
  - unacceptable cost

• *The application must participate in dependability provision*
  - to exploit semantic knowledge
  - to relax synchronization requirements
  - to set the configuration, protocol parameters, synchronization mechanisms and policies, and state synchronization

• *The infrastructure should provide a framework for constructing dependable applications*
  - use standard components...
  - ... or provide your own
Differing approaches

- **Object-orientation**
  - ANSAware is object-based; ISIS is not

- **Transparency**
  - ANS Aware provides full replication transparency, but not full failure transparency
  - ISIS provides failure handling, largely transparently
  - Both provide location transparency

- **Performance**
  - ANS Aware group communications was not designed for performance
  - ISIS has been highly optimized
Groups - summary

- Replication transparency uses special mechanisms to make sure the group members are consistent
  - for instance, it may use multi-point channels and special protocols

- Implementing replication transparency efficiently is difficult
  - it may need information from the application
  - it is under active research in the distributed systems community

- Effective group communications are available
  - but need to be assessed carefully against your needs

- Group communication gives replication of messages
  - but for dependability reliable, persistent storage is also needed
More information?

• **For more information**
  - on ISIS, see *Distributed Systems Concepts and Design* by Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg (Addison-Wesley)
  - on ANSA groups, see *A Model for Interface Groups* (AR.002.01)

• **For a comparison of ANSAware, ISIS, and a CORBA product**
  - see *Distributed Systems Engineering Vol 1 Number 4* (June 1994)
  - **BUT NOTE!**
  - ... the version of ANSAware (3.0) discussed did not have any group support